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ABSTRACT

The objective of this work is to research and develop new methods for multiscale

modeling and simulation of the dynamic behavior of complex multiscale processes

using multibody simulation methods. Many example applications may be found

in the modeling of macro-biomolecular systems such as RNA, DNA, enzyme, and

protein dynamics. This goal is achieved via the development of the efficient methods

in three main areas of multibody dynamics formulations, coarse-graining strategies,

and force field calculations.

In this dissertation, a Generalized Divide-and-Conquer Algorithm (GDCA) is

developed as an extension of the DCA to efficiently handle the dynamics of the

multibody systems in which a part of the forcing information is provided in the gen-

eralized format. The developed algorithm is used to perform the canonical ensem-

ble simulation of the articulated coarse-grained biopolymers, and to model systems’

constraints which can appear as generalized forces in inverse dynamics or control

problems.

It is demonstrated that given the coupling and nonlinearity of biopolymers,

different parameters such as geometric and dynamic boundary conditions, as well

as the applied forces will affect the system’s dynamic behavior. As such, this disser-

tation presents a robust framework of the adaptive coarse-graining of biopolymers

as opposed to the static (time-invariant) coarse-graining. In this process, some de-

grees of freedom of the system have their definitions/meanings adjusted at different

instants and different locations of the system. This work investigates the appro-

priate metrics to steer these model transitions within the simulation, and develops

some of the basic framework needed for this type of adaptive molecular modeling.

Within each model transition which may be viewed as the instantaneous applica-

tion or release of system’s internal constraints, the generalized momentum of the

system must be conserved. It is demonstrated that within the transitions to the

finer models, some issues are created associated with the proper balance of the en-

ergy within the system. This dissertation proposes an optimization-based approach
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to appropriately distribute the energy in the transition to the finer-scale models.

Given the central role that multibody dynamics plays in the proposed framework,

a suite of GDCA-based approaches is employed to this end, because these methods

offer a good combination of computational efficiency and modular structure.

This research presents a novel method to approximate the far-field interactions

applicable to multiscale modeling of articulated biopolymers since the dominant frac-

tion (often > 90%) of the computational cost per time step of such simulations is

associated with pairwise force field calculations. This method provides the resultant

force and the associated moment applied from a particle to a body (pseudo-atom)

consisting of many particles, as well as the spatial force due to the interactions

between the particles embedded in two pseudo-atoms. The resultant moment ap-

proximated here is due to the fact that the net force does not necessarily act through

the center of mass of the body (pseudo rigid/flexible subdomain). When the model

contains rigid subdomains, the method efficiently expresses the approximations in

terms of the constant physical and gemetric properties of these regions.
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